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Dr. J.L.H. laity, 
Senior Lecturer, 
Department of Pharmacology, 
Gharing Cross Medical School, 
St. Dunstan Road, 
Iondon W6 8RP. 

Dear Dr. laity, 

Bedford College 
(University of London) 

REGENT'S PARK LONDON NW1 4NS 

Telephone: 01-486 4400 

Telegrams : Edforcoll London NW1 

8th March, 1983. 

These are the scripts for the trial exam. 
failed to turn up, without explanation. 

One candidate 

I look forward to hearing from you as soon as you have had 
chance to read them. 

Yours sincerely, 

/ 

a~~ 
Dr. Liz Dean, 
Department of Nursing Studies. 
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Pi\TH.OL·:GY :tI·~D TtER,\PE:UTICS 

BcSc. Nursim';' Studies Course. 

?th Harch, 1983. 10.a.m.-l p.m. 

Answer FOUR questions. Allow 45 r:iinutes for each ans·.-rer.: 

............._ 

.· 

1. What is r.1eant by the pat:Lological term 11myocardia:l infarction!?? 
What social, psychological and pathological factors contribute to the risk 
of suffering a heart attack? 
\'/hat emergency n:edical treatment rnay be administered to a :persor!. thought to 
be .suffering from a heart attack? Briefly explain the :rationale of such. 
treatment. 

2. Describe the effects of alcohol on the human body. What pa.thologic3.l 
conditions occur as a reGult of cr.,ronic, excessive alcohol i:it::i.ke? · 
How is drug metabolism altered in chronic alcoholism? 
What r:1edical and psychiatric treatment can be offered to r~tients tiho are 
chronic alcoholics? 

Write notes on three of the follo\o1ing: (Your ansHer should cor..tc..in co2.'.'.lents 
on long-term side-effects or contraindications to usage) 

(a) The contraceptive pill • . 
(b) Pre~arations of iron. 
{c) Aspirin. 
(d) Anticoagulant the~apy. 

l~. 1dhat is depression? ':.'hat are the psychalogical, social and. nedical factors 
that can cause or exacerbate depression? 
Describe tr.e groups of drugs that can be used to alleviate depre3Sion. l·ial<.e 
sure tP~1t you comment on possible sidc-ef~ects and special ~recautions 
as.socia ted with the use of these drugs. 

5. Describe the effects of untreated prosta.tic hypertrophy on the genito-urin..~rY' 
system. 
\·/hat symptoms is a patient suffering fron "prostatic:mn likely to ex~-~rie.:ice? 
Describe briefly one antibiotic suit~ble for use in the treat:::ent of urina:-y 
tract infection. 
Describe briefly the use of oestroGe:ns in the tre;:i.tr.ient of carcinor.!3. of the 
prostate. 
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6. Describe the distinction between "maturity onset" and "insulin-dependent" 
diabetes mellitus. 
Dascribe the medication that is used to treat each type, and the rati~nale 
of such treatment. 
What factors may lead to the occurrence of hypo~lycae~ia? 
What symptoms may the patient experience with hypoglycaer:rl.a? 

/ How is their CQ_ndition reversed? 
/ 

7. Write notes on three of the following: 

. (.;.) 
.. (b) 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

the electrocardiogram (E.C.G.) 
the chest X-Ray (C.X.R.) 
intravenous pyelogram (I.V.P.) 
endoscopy Cfibroscopy) 
barium meal • 
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